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EDITORIAL
The Spring is sprung and the grass is riz and instead of being in the garden
I am stuck at the computer putting together another Runway 22! Between
you and me I enjoy doing it. I should do because after the October
newsletter I will have been editing our house magazine for just 20 years.
Our May meeting is of course the occasion of the AGM and our chairman,
Martyn has once more been able to deliver an upbeat report. Pity membership is down from 300 to 250 but attendances at our monthly meetings
remain very high so, as I always say, we must be doing something right!
For my sins I also built and run the MHAS website, (www.mhas.org.uk).
Every newsletter that I have produced is available on the site and so when
news items have to be removed to make room for more news, those items
are permanently archived and available for reference. Reports on monthly
meetings, visits, veterans stories, obituaries and much other information
is all there. I am always keen to have feedback and suggestions as to how
the website may be improved.
Sadly we have lost our distinguished honorary vice president, Captain
Eric Winkle Brown and Martyn has written an obituary. Incidentally on
the "obituaries" page of our website there is a button to press which will
magically conjure up a video about Captain Brown entitled, "Life at Full
Throttle." An illustrated lecture delivered at the Royal Aeronautical Society shortly after Eric's passing. Unmissable!
The usual mix of stories mixed with a bit of humour await you inside.
keep your stories rolling in.
ED

Newsletter Contributions
If you have an article or a story you would like to share with the
other members of the Society then please send it to me....

Alan Powell - Newsletter Editor
16 Warren Lane
Martlesham Heath
Ipswich IP5 3SH
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E-Mail Address
alanpowell123@talktalk.net
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MHAS - 35th AGM Report
6th May 2016

I would like to report that the hall was full to bursting to hear how our
society performed over the past year, I would like to, but I can't. However, the number of members in attendance was roughly the same as in
previous years, so no surprise there.
It was nice to announce that our President Richard Barker who, not put
off after his visit to our previous meeting, was there to help officiate.
With the preliminaries over the chairman began the AGM with his report.
A special thanks was given to our President Richard Barker who over the
years as a Vice President and now as President has fully supported the
society in may ways.
The chairman went on to thank all of the trustees (committee) for all their
hard work during the year. Each of the trustees played a huge part in
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Membership Secretary Report
I would like to welcome the 6 new members since the last newsletter.
David Beeton

Malcolm List

Paul Warnes

Tim Stevens

Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:

Joe Cox : 43 Exeter Road : Felixstowe : Suffolk : IP11 9AT
Telephone: (01394) 282047

Email: joecox@hotmail.com
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Membership & RUNWAY 22
I hope you have enjoyed reading this newsletter. Alan does a wonderful
job of getting these stories into print and is to be congratulated for always
making them interesting.
Now for the crunch... With our 35th AGM over we look forward to
another year but, the newsletter will only arrive on your doorstep or in
your hand if you renew your membership. So, why not take the opportunity to rejoin as soon as possible (details on page 22).
Should you not wish to rejoin may I on behalf of your executive committee wish you all the very best for the future.
However, should you wish to re-join in the future we will be pleased to
welcome you back.
Martyn Cook - MHAS Chairman

Wh at ’s on
Vicky Gunnell - Programme Secretary
3 June '16 ……………...…. Audio Visual Presentation. PETER SEVILLE- ROWE
'Early Aviation Pioneers (pre WW1)'

1 July '16 …………....…...... Audio Visual Presentation ………... Mike Derrett
'Learning to Fly Tiger Moths' (Cambridge Flying Club)

21 July '16 ...………….…...... Visit To RAF Marham …………… FULLY BOOKED
"Family’s Day"

5 August '16 .…………………... Outside Visit .. IPSWICH TRANSPORT MUSEUM
'Buffet Prior to Visit - (The Golf Foxhall Road 5:00pm)

2 September '16 ...….……. Audio Visual Presentation …….…. NIK COLEMAN
'Plane Resurrection'

11 September '16 .……..…... Control Tower Fun Day ……….…..

FUN DAY

'Eat Drink & Enjoy the Fun’

7 October '16 ...……...... Audio Visual Presentation …… BERNARD O’CONNER
"Churchill’s Most Secret Aerodrome - RAF Tempsford"

4 November '16 ...……….…...... To Be Advised …………

TO BE ADVISED

13 November '16 ...…...... Service of Remembrance …..… BARRACK SQUARE
"Service Starts At 3:00pm

Please check website - www.mhas.org.uk - for Programme updates
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ensuring the society continues to be a society to be proud of.
Likewise, there are a number of members who continually help both at the
society meetings and at the Control Tower. Their help goes a long way in
ensuring the smooth running of the evening or visit to the museum. Too
numerous to mention everyone by name, the chairman thanked them all
on behalf of the society for their continued support.
While talking about the control tower we must record our thanks to the
Martlesham Heath Householders Ltd' for their unstinting support. During
the past year they funded the repainting of the outside of Control Tower
and the replacement of three outer doors that were looking quite shabby.
Inside the museum the American room was stripped out and given a new
coat of paint. A new display cabinet is under construction as we speak, to
house the parts of 1st Lt Richard J Stone's P-51 Mustang. Richard sadly
crashed at Campsea Ash while on a training flight. He was the last 356th
airman to die flying from RAF Martlesham Heath during WW2. Our
grateful thanks to Bob Collis from the Lowestoft Aviation Society for
donating those parts.
Another big thank you goes to Rosemary Bowden-Smith and the D.C.
Moncrieff Charitable Trust whose generous donation has allowed the
society to create a 'Time Line' along the Control Tower museum entrance
hallway. The donation also covered the cost of fitting LED lighting to
illuminate the wonderful pictures and text outlining some of the history
of this famous RAF station.
One large task undertaken by the society this year was the unearthing of
the revetment adjacent to the Control Tower. For those of you who have
visited the museum and have driven down the short approach road, you
cannot help but be impressed with the view of those WW2 sandbags.
The Control Tower Fun Day was, and we say this every year, the best
ever, but it was. Perhaps the weather was partly responsible with wall to
wall sunshine, a really great day. Thanks to everyone who helped and
supported by attending.
During the year the society visited Cosford Aviation Museum in June and
in August, Bottisham Airfield Museum. While the Control Tower was
visited by four car clubs all wanting to display their wonderful vehicles.
Numerous groups of school children and adult groups. Again, without
our members to help out it would not be possible to organise and host
these events, so thank you all for your support.
The Service of Remembrance held as always in November was very well
attended. Vice President Col. Mark Ciero, now stationed in Germany,
flew back and gave an address. Closer to home, Wing Commander Phil
Nicholson from RAF Mildenhall represented the RAF and delivered his
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address.
Our monthly meetings held in the Community Hall continue to be well
supported by the members. The invited speakers come from far and wide,
with one from the USA. Thank you all for your support in setting the hall
up, refreshments, and the usual business of running a healthy vibrant
society such as ours and at the close, putting everything away.
During the year we sadly lost three Vice Presidents. Mike Yannell a 356th
FG veteran. Captain Eric (Winkle) Brown RN one of the greatest pilots
Britain ever produced and Lady Bader, widow of Douglas Bader. We also
lost three Honorary Members, Tom Scrivener, Jack Sweetman and David
Thwaites (356th veteran). We lost three Members, James Proven Peter
Stimpson and Noel Langdon, a Walrus pilot during WW2. They will
always be in our thoughts.
The society has already begun to make plans for the coming year and we
look forward to another successful year with your help and support.
At this point the 2015/16 trustees stood down and the meeting handed
over to the society President Richard Baker to begin the election of a new
Chairman. But first an address from Richard in which he personally
thanked the outgoing trustees for all their hard work throughout the year.
He then spoke about the 'Charities Act 2011 which has given charities
such as ours the opportunity to become a "Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO). This has created safeguards for trustees and their financial
liabilities. Should the society take this road then our current constitution
will need to be re-drafted which Richard has said he would be happy to
help with. Richard continued by describing a social event that he had
arranged earlier in the year at Milsoms for the trustees. The idea behind
this was for Richard to get to know the trustees a little more intimately
over an informal lunch. We all, including Richard enjoyed what turned
out to be a very sociable lunch and afternoon for which we thank Richard
most sincerely.
Election of Chairman. There being no other candidate for the position of
Chairman other than the outgoing chairman, Martyn Cook was re-elected.
The same situation regarding the lack of candidates for the other trustee
positions saw the re-election of the outgoing trustee members (see page
22 for names and positions).
With the election of the new trustees the 35th AGM was concluded.
Following refreshments Howard King played some nostalgic video tapes
and discs that took us all back to a more gentle era, no mobile phones,
computers etc. etc.
Martyn Cook, Chairman

The task of setting up on the day has been left to a small minority of members
and non-members, sadly the number gets smaller each year. So this is a plea to
you, we need your help. Please, if you would like to help on the day, even for
an hour or two, perhaps three, we would be most grateful. I ask that you contact
either Robert Dunnett or myself so that we can add your name to the list of helpers.
This year we will have a visit from the BBMF Dakota subject of course to the
weather and serviceability, that will be some thing to look forward to. Plus of
course some of the old favourites. The bus trip around the heath along with our
guide to point out all the old airfield buildings is just one of those favourites.
Thank you in advance for any support you can give.

Martyn & Robert
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CONTROL TOWER MUSEUM NEWS

The ground floor corridor in the museum now
contains a “timeline” of 12” X 16” panels with
pictures and text courtesy of Alan Powell.
Alan has been busy producing 34 separate
panels which tell the aviation story of Martlesham Heath from 1916 through the Great War,
the between wars “Golden Era” of aviation and
through the Second World War and the post
war research role until the airfield closed in
1963.
To help illuminate the pictures, LED spot lighting have been installed. Ed
The museum is open from 2pm to 5pm on Sunday afternoons until the end
of October.

A former member of our society has recently died and our member,
Wally Mutimer has kindly written a short obituary, which appears later
in the newsletter. That member was Noel Langdon, who lived at Woodbridge. I met Noel 16 years ago and put his extraordinary story of
bravery and endurance in the May, 2000 edition of Runway 22.
In honour of Noel's memory I am pleased to repeat that story.
I have recently been talking to a WW2 veteran who was at Martlesham
and flew an Air Sea Rescue Walrus from Martlesham. Mr. Noel Langdon
lives at Woodbridge and tells me that he was here from May, 1944 to
February, 1945. Noel was actually in the Royal Navy and held the rank of
Lieutenant in the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.
As I understand it, although RAF Coastal Command normally operated
the Walrus as part of the Air Sea Rescue force, Noel was one of a number
of aircrew, together with a number of Walrus amphibians loaned to the
RAF by the Navy to boost the ASR Service during the invasion period.
Initially they were under the control of Fighter Command!! Some time
later they were moved to Coastal Command control.
Noel recalls that during his time at Martlesham there were about half a
dozen Walrus amphibians and about the same number of Spitfire 2’s,
together with an Anson. The Walrus carried a crew of two and had been
stripped of machine guns and radar equipment in order to save weight.
The Spitfires carried an inflatable dinghy under the fuselage. The dispersal huts were where the Suffolk Constabulary Headquarters now is and
the houses along Portal Way were used as office accommodation and
sleeping quarters for officers. Noel told me that the mess was at the
requisitioned “Martlesham House”, which is situated at the top of School
lane, in the old village.
Lieutenant Noel Langdon flying Martlesham Walrus HD926 was involved in a particularly dramatic rescue on the 16th. September 1944. A
Halifax of 420 Squadron, Royal Canadian Air Force, had been part of
Bomber Command’s attack on Kiel on the night of 15th. September. The
crew had just taken delivery of a new Halifax and had promised the
ground crew that they would try and look after it! However, they were hit
by flak over the target and started to lose fuel and hydraulic fluid. They
were about half way across the North Sea before they were forced to
ditch. They had lost Verey pistols and flares but were all safe although
violently seasick! Suddenly, at about 5pm on the 16th, three Halifax’s
were heading straight for them at low level with bomb doors open. Three
smoke bombs were dropped. They could see that the ‘planes were from
their own squadron. Two life rafts and
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We continue to improve our museum and are pleased with the increasing
number of "special" parties who
book with us and enjoy a talk given
usually by Martyn Cook before exploring the museum.
Work on uncovering the WW2 revetment has now been completed. However, it will require some
maintenance from time to time.
The idea of uncovering the revetment
was Robert Dunnett’s after being hidden for 70 years!
The side walls that formed separate cells for the protection of aircraft and
personnel have long since disappeared, but as you can see much of
the original back wall has now been
revealed after a lot of hard work.
View of the Revetment from
the Control Tower in 1944

Noel was posted to RAF Martlesham Heath and became a pilot with the
Air Sea Rescue and was decorated by the Fleet Air Arm for his wartime
service.
Wally Mutimer MHAS Membership No:101

Mrs Jane Tukey
Sadly we have to report the passing of Jane Tukey the wife of the late
Brig. Philip E Tukey.
As Colonel, Philip E Tukey commanded the 356th Fighter Group at
Martlesham Heath in 1944.
Philip Tukey died in 2001.
The photo below shows Colonel Tukey, (left), with Brig. General Jesse
Auton at Martlesham.

some supplies were also dropped. By this time they had drifted far to the
east and were not too far from the Dutch coast.
It was dusk before the Martlesham Walrus arrived and managed to land in
the rough conditions. With the sea that was running, a Walrus crew of two
and eight other airmen it was impossible to take off. Noel later explained
to the crew that he had been circling and waiting for a launch to arrive.
However, a dinghy in the sea is difficult to locate and it was getting dark
and he could not risk losing them again.
They began to taxi home! Eventually a Motor Torpedo Boat located them
and the crew were transferred to it. They set off once more and were
towing the Walrus behind them. Soon a German E-boat put in an appearance and fired a star flare which lit up the whole sky. The poor old Walrus
was cut free and the MTB opened up as only an MTB can! They arrived
at Gt. Yarmouth at about 2am on the 17th and returned to their base on the
afternoon of that day. Their gear had been stowed away and a new crew
had occupied the beds!
The abandoned Walrus was not found by the Germans and was rescued
the next day and flown back to Martlesham to fight another day.
Details of the Halifax crew rescue from the book, “Another Kind of
Courage”, by Norman Franks.
Alan Powell
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sharing the stage with Taylor Downing.
As a Royal Navy pilot he flew 487 different types of aircraft, made 2407
deck landings at sea and 2721 catapult launches, world records never
likely to be broken. He flew every
major combat aircraft of the Second World War, including gliders,
fighters, bombers, airliners, amphibians, flying boats and helicopters.
During WW2 he was put in charge
of captured enemy aircraft, flying
them all apart from one German jet
which was not designed to land
after take off.
Captain Brown visited us again in
June 2013. This time he was the
sole speaker and talked about the
Miles M52 among other subjects.
His life was full of so many great
flying exploits and record breaking
achievements that we would need
to write a book to include all of
them.
Suffice to say that he was a gentleman and I am proud that we met
him and his lovely partner Jean and shared a table at the Douglas Bader
public house on Martlesham Heath.
Martyn Cook, Chairman MHAS

In the February 2016 newsletter our Chairman Martyn Cook wrote an
obituary to Jack Sweetman an Honorary Member of the MHAS.
Jack, supported by his wife Jean was a former MHAS Membership
Secretary. On retiring from the society Jack and Jean were made
Honorary Member’s.
Sadly Jack became ill and died in November 2015.
Many of us who knew Jack did not realise just what an interesting and
downright hazardous war he had experienced. Martyn promised to
relate his story as it was told at Jack’s funeral.

Noel Courtney Langdon A.F.C.
Noel died on 16th February 2016, one month before his 99th birthday.
As a young man Noel lived in Portsmouth. He joined the Royal Navy,
and went into the Fleet Air Arm.
He piloted many types of aircraft during his service, including the Supermarine Walrus.
As a pilot in the Fleet Air Arm he was catapulted off the flight deck many
times with the wind not always in his favour, which made very hazardous
take off's.

This is Jack’s Story
Jack was called up in 1939 on National Service and joined the Royal
Sussex Regiment.
He was sent to France – Dunkirk, where he was subsequently rescued by
one of the small boats during the evacuation. Jack was very unwell during
this time with a severe throat infection and recalled that the whole rescue
operation was a blur. Still very ill on his return to Britain, he was unable
to rejoin his regiment immediately and was required to stay in hospital.
On returning to his regiment in early 1940 he was sent to Cape Town and
from there, on a commandeered civil ship to Egypt via the Red Sea.
In Egypt, Jack was offered a position as a Sergeant but as his throat was
damaged from the infection he couldn’t shout and therefore had to
decline. This was one of his luckier choices in life. The platoon Jack had
been offered to lead went out on patrol in a truck. The sergeant sat in his
usual position; at the back of the vehicle. A German aircraft swooped
down and fired on the truck, killing the Sergeant.
Jack was then offered a position in the Intelligence Corp due to his
excellent sketching skills. One of his many responsibilities involved
going out in the mountainous areas of Eritrea to find enemy positions.
Between 1940 and 1941 the battles in the Sudan were taking place. Jack
went to the Western desert when Sudan was cleared and was engaged in
various battles against the Germans whilst on the move.
In 1941 he was in Benghazi during Christmas. Sappers ahead of them had
cleared a minefield and Jack and 3 others had the job of checking the track
to ensure it was completely clear before their battalions could follow
behind. It was quite a long route through the mine field and for some
reason one of the battalions had to go back, delaying them from joining
the others. Jack and his fellow comrades covered all their tracks so the
Germans would not know the allies had passed through and made their
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AN OBITUARY

way in the darkness.
In the desert it is only possible to travel with a compass at night because
it is utterly black. As dawn broke, they saw their trucks ahead. They
stopped and got on top of their truck, only to discover it was a German
battalion. Jack had no idea how the Germans had got there as they
thought only the Royal Sussex 1st had passed through.
Now sitting in a truck full of very important intelligence documents they
were in a bit of a predicament and, left with no alternative, drenched the
papers in kerosene and set light to them. In an empty desert this immediately brought them to the attention of the Germans and they were captured.
They were taken behind enemy lines and put on a boat to Italy. Shortly
after this, Italy surrendered and the prisoners, including Jack, escaped and
made their way through occupied territory which was both difficult and
dangerous. Frustratingly, the Germans passed them, and they were
recaptured.
They were then sent to Germany to a camp not far from the border of Italy
and then later Jack was sent in a working party to Dresden.
They arrived at a station in Dresden and were marched through the town
to their camp which was in a marshalling yard for repairing railway
wagons.
Jack was a fantastic painter and sketcher and used this skill to occupy
himself, drawing portraits of the Germans. He became a caretaker of the
small camp he was in and this was where he met Helena, a Russian girl,
who worked in the factory where the railway wagons were repaired.
In February 1945 Dresden was heavily bombed. Jack and the other
prisoners were just outside the centre and escaped the huge destruction.
Jack stayed in the camp until he and his friends were moved out, a few
weeks before the war ended, to a field where they were housed in tents.
They stayed here until one morning the prisoners woke up to find they
were totally alone. The Germans had gone.
Jack and his friend found a bike which they shared to get back to Dresden.
Here, he got lucky again. Helena spotted them cycling around and took
them back to the house her family had just taken shelter in. The two
soldiers stayed there undercover, for quite a few weeks. The Russians had
taken over Dresden and were shipping anyone who was not Russian to
Siberia. Living with Helena and her family was their cover - it looked as
if they were part of a Russian family.
The railway eventually re-opened and Jack and his friend decided it was
time to attempt to get home. Jack’s friend took the bike and went to find

was amazed to see what they are doing... and just how many refurbished
vintage engines they have. He showed us images of these.... and the huge
site... and we were similarly impressed. There will certainly never be a
shortage of Merlin and similar engines, whilst this firm is in operation.
Unsurprisingly the planes mentioned, in full flying condition, can fetch
up to £2M each.
Steve then talked about how these aircraft are made ready for the busy
display season, starting shortly.
A fascinating talk, given by a knowledgeable and enthusiastic and friendly Speaker.
Friday April 1st and the Community hall was once more full to enjoy an
illustrated talk given by a lady pilot with an interesting story to tell. Diana
Patten was accompanied by her husband and their Jack Russell!
The daughter of a test pilot and engineer, Diana has aviation in her blood.
Her aeronautical adventures including taking part in the Kings Cup Air
Race. A prestigious air race for light aircraft.
Diana has owned several light aircraft from Auster's to Cessna's. Diana
showed many projected images of some of the flying escapades she has
been involved in during her long flying career. Including flying around
Africa in a light aircraft.
Diana Patten was the prime mover in the establishment of a thriving
aerodrome in Kent. Headcorn is now a popular centre for private aircraft,
skydiving and motor sports.
She is an enthusiastic supporter for the charity, The Blond McIndoe
Research Foundation. Named after the reconstructive pioneer surgeon,
Sir Archibald McIndoe.
A vote of thanks was given by our Chairman, Martyn Cook.
Friday May 6th and the occasion of our AGM. A full report appears
starting on page 1 in this newsletter.
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AN OBITUARY
Captain Eric "Winkle" Brown RN, (Ret'd). 1919-2016
Vice President of Martlesham Heath Aviation Society

Many of you will have seen in the press that Captain Eric "Winkle"
Brown sadly passed away on Sunday 21st February aged 97 after a short
spell in hospital following a fall.
Captain Brown graciously agreed to become a Vice President of the
MHAS following a talk at Kesgrave High School in October 2011,

Dam and see the crocs sunbathing on the concrete slope of the dam. Then
return to witness a flaming red Khartoum sunset. Had to be seen to be
believed.
Khartoum had been laid out in the form of a Union Jack. This wasn't
tub-thumping. It was purely for reasons of defence. You could position a
Maxim gun at all the road convergences and defend two or more roads at
the same time. Trees had been planted along many of the roads. I bet it's
not like that now.
One always felt safe. I bet it's not like that now either! Yes. Khartoum was
a great posting.

MONTHLY MEETINGS ROUNDUP
Friday 5th February The Community hall was packed to listen to an
illustrated talk entitled, "Spooky the AC-47 Gunship in Vietnam", given
by John Bessett, who has flown over from America to deliver talks in this
country.
John, who was accompanied by his wife, was a navigator on a unique
form of aviation warfare practised by the Americans in Vietnam. C47's,
or what we call Dakotas, were fitted with numerous canon and machine
guns to try and defeat the Vietnamese in their fight for independence.
John described how the concept was developed. The gunners would be
firing canons and machine guns in a standing position.
John met his wife, Carol in Vietnam. Carol was an intelligence officer
with the USAF. She gave an account of her experiences to the audience.
Much prejudice on the side of the military was very frustrating for Carol!
A vote of thanks was given by our chairman, Martyn Cook.
Friday March 4th and another full house to welcome Steve Atkin of the
Hangar 11Collection based at North Weald.
His talk was about four pristine "Warbirds", A Hurricane, Spitfire, Mustang and Kittyhawk.
Opening our eyes to the incredibly meticulous work done to keep these
planes in tip-top condition...
I all cases the planes have been virtually rebuilt from the tyres up not
surprising since all were built in the early to mid 1940's..
He showed how this was done... with a look at (amongst other things) the
paint schemes that have been applied.... and the hunt for spare parts. The
Kittyhawk required a refurbished Allison engine. Steve went on a trip to
an engine refurbishing firm in the Mojave Desert in western U.S.A. and
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someone else he knew, but sadly this was the last time Jack saw his friend.
Helena then took Jack to the station and caught the train with him. She
did all the talking.
The train stopped in a town near to the American border post and the two
of them approached a Russian sentry at the border of the American Camp.
It would have been impossible for Jack to get past this barrier without
Helena who used all her powers of persuasion with the guards to get them
through. They finally reached the American Camp and explained where
they had come from and that they were trying to get back to England. Jack
tried hard to persuade them to let Helena through but she was sent back
to Dresden. When telling this story, Jack made it clear that he could never
thank Helena or her family enough for what they did for him. He is
adamant he would never have got back to England without her; he would
most definitely have ended up in Siberia.
The Americans then flew Jack to Brussels and from there, to England.
The Aerodrome he landed at was, amazingly, where his own brother was
stationed.
Jack didn’t really speak much of the war, but we all know he was a brave,
unassuming man who like so many modest soldiers, ‘did what he had to
do’.
Jacks family

LETTERSPOT
From our member, John Langford
Dear Alan,
Regarding the short article on page 11 of the last, (February 2016),
Runway 22 I remember Gordon Kinsey as an artist. He used to draw
cartoons that were published in ‘The Beam’, the newsletter of the Bawdsey Radar Research Group.
The following, written by Gordon about Bawdsey was also in the same
edition of ‘The Beam’.
"Things have not changed a great deal in the vicinity but they do say that
on wild nights Albert Aldous and his rickety bus travel the open spaces
of the Golf links! Likewise Charlie Brinkley steers his laden ferry crabwise across the foaming tideway!
Recently Martlesham Heath Aviation Society had a return visit of the
356th Fighter Group veterans who were stationed here during WW2.
During their stay a visit was made to the Ferry Boat Inn where some of
the ex-pilots, P47's and P51's recalled for us how they regarded Bawdsey
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as "home." Returning from often deep escort missions over enemy territory and heading homeward over the grey North Sea the transmitter towers
crept over the horizon. They said, "we headed for the towers, flew up the
Woodbridge river, turned left at the Maybush pub at Waldringfield amnd
there was the Martlesham runway dead ahead." No radar for them. Just
good eyesight, "but you were their guiding sight."
Kind regards,
John Langford
Thanks very much for that John. ED
Just as I was about to go to press I received the following email from
one of our members. Leslie Boulton has been a member for many years.
Les and his wife, Betty "emigrated" to Scotland a few years ago.
Unfortunately Les has had to undergo dialysis regularly since they
moved.
I say "emigrated" in jest, but perhaps that might be more relevant soon?
Nice to hear from you Les and Happy Birthday!
Alan
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them in those days had deep scars on the faces which were tribal marks
scored on their faces as young children.
The RAF provided a staging post for civil air traffic coming down that
side of Africa. As a wireless operator that was what I did most of the time
– sending and receiving ETA’s and ETD’s. to other stations in east and
north Africa. It was all in morse. We had no radio teleprinter at RAF
Khartoum.
To fly a Dak or a Viking from Heathrow to Johannesburg was a marathon
in itself. Nevertheless they often made the trip. Presumably carrying high
value cargo. – Four engine Hermes and Argonauts of BOAC were the
most common civil airliners on the route but even they took two or three
days to complete the journey. London to Rome – Rome to Farouk airport
Cairo – Cairo to Khartoum – Khartoum to Eastleigh Nairobi –Eastleigh
to Johannesburg. The four engine aircraft could cut out Khartoum and fly
on to Nairobi quite often but the Daks and Vikings certainly couldn’t.
The other reason for the RAF presence at Khartoum was because it was
the site of the Tropical Experimental Unit – The tropical branch of the
Aeroplane and Armaments Experimental Establishment at Boscombe
Down The star at Khartoum when I was there was the arrival of the Mk1
Comet for tropical trials before being put into service.
It is only just over 1000 miles to the equator and in the middle of a vast
desert, which made it even hotter, but I remember us mad Englishmen
going out in the midday sun to await the arrival of the Comet. It suddenly
appeared at a couple of hundred feet and did a high speed banking circuit
of the aerodrome – the silver body glistened in the sun - wow! It was
flown by John Cunningham himself. I believe he was something of a
salesmen – we were certainly sold that day! I shall always remember that
whistling jet. The first pure jet aircraft to arrive at Khartoum.
It was there for a few weeks to do tropical trials and then directly after that
it was hurriedly put into service doing proving trial runs between Heathrow and Johannesburg – so it became a regular visitor to Khartoum.
It caused enormous consternation in the signals office. The Comet was
arriving at the same time as the ETA! I remember 'phoning a Comet ETA
through to the control tower and as I went off duty shortly afterwards I
saw it rolling down the runway!
Us young erks were never allowed inside the Comet and certainly didn’t
get the chance of a trip in it, but the Airspeed Ambassador, (later called
the "Elizabethan), and the Vickers Viscount were also at Khartoum at
different times for tropical trials when I was there. If a flight was considered to be routine we could climb aboard and throw one of the sand bags
out that doubled as a passenger. Perhaps fly off down to the Jebel Aulia
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The Sudan at that time was ruled jointly by two countries; Britain and
Egypt. So there was a sizeable population of Brits running the civil
service. It was us that ran the show, not the Egyptians. Having said that
it was Egypt and King Farouk that the Sudanese looked to, not us. We
weren't Muslims.
There was also two battalions of the East Lancs in barracks somewhere
down on the Nile. But we didn’t have a lot to do with them.
Most people remember the story of General Gordon and the siege of
Khartoum in 1885. At that time there was a surge of Islamic fundamentalism fuelled by someone who called himself the Mahdi. Very much the
Osama Bin Laden of his day. He declared a holy war on all Christians and
entrenched his army on the other side of the Nile at Khartoum, at Omdurman.
Lord Kitchener was sent to rescue General Gordon and the British troops
stationed in the Sudan. The British had decided to call it a day and
General Gordon was supposed to have been ensuring the safe withdrawal
to Egypt of the many civil service staff and many Christians who had
taken refuge in Khartoum.
Lord Kitchener’s relief force came down by river from Egypt and had
difficulty bringing all their gunboats past the cataracts south of Egypt’s
border. He was a day too late. The screaming Dervishes had stormed the
Governor's Palace and General Gordon was slain on some steps in a
courtyard inside.
I have just realised that I was in Khartoum 66 years ago and the siege of
Khartoum was 66 years before I arrived in Khartoum. Now there is a
sobering thought! Makes me feel like Corporal Jones, (Them FuzzyWuzzies, they they don't like it up 'em).
Khartoum was a great posting and one of my particular delights was the
British Services Sailing Club on the Nile. The sailing dinghies were great
fun and our "clubhouse" was an old gunboat and it was still afloat. It was
reputably one of the gunboats that sailed down with Lord Kitchener.
We were housed in billet huts surrounded by an outside veranda where we
mostly had our beds. Each hut had a "billet-boy" and ours was about our
age. We would take him with us to one of the two open air cinemas. There
was no apartheid in any of the African countries where white people
didn’t settle. But a quaint wicker fence did separate the blacks from the
whites. Seemingly that was accepted. So our billet hut boy thought he had
"arrived" when he sat with us. We gave him a beer and he thought he was
one of the lads! He would laugh at his mates below and they would laugh
back! It was all in good humour.
The Sudanese were an impressive lot –black as your hat and nearly all of
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Today was just an ordinary day and Betty and I were out for lunch at the
Harbour Cafe in Lossiemouth. On the way in we passed five RAF
personnel coming out which is a bit unusual. When we were seated the
next large table was filled with seven people - all squadron leaders, five
in flying overalls and two ground echelon presumably. The fliers all had
No 1(F) Squadron emblems on show. The chances of seeing seven
SqdnLdr's all together off an RAF base would be pretty rare I guess.
When I got home I looked up One Squadron:
It is the oldest squadron in the Air force formed on 13th May 1912. before
that it had been in 1911 No 1 Company Air Battalion Royal Engineers and
before that, in 1878 No 1 Balloon Company Royal Arsenal Woolwich.
And now flying Eurofighters. Quite a record!
In 1948 while it was at Tangmere in Sussex it was commanded by an
officer from the USA on exchange. No less than Robin Olds -the only non
Brit to command a squadron. He of course was in charge at Bentwaters
from 1965 and a maverick throughout his service as well as a triple ace.
And I thought today was just an ordinary day!
We are plodding along up here - I make 88 next week, into my seventh
year of dialysis, and I'm the old man of the Renal unit now!!
Regards to all I keep up with the web and fly past.
Les Boulton

Douglas Bader Quiz Night
A few weeks ago Robert Dunnett invited a few of us to the 'Bader. I was
one of those who eagerly accepted. Was Robert going to buy me that pint
he owes me I wondered?
When we got there it was one of the popular Douglas Bader Quiz Nights.
We had to forgive him though because it was a fun night.
Margaret and John, who own the Douglas Bader frequently hold Quiz
Nights and the profits are generously donated to nominated charities. The
evening we attended to demonstrate our general knowledge skills the
proceeds were destined to come to MHAS.
Sadly we didn't come close to winning but at the end of the evening a
cheque for £348 was given to us. £200 to MHAS funds and £148 to the
Radio Frequency Ablation Cancer Unit at Ipswich hospital. Robert has
reason to be particularly grateful to this unit.
ED
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In the last issue of Runway 22 I included a most informative and
interesting article on National Service article which was donated and I
very much regret that I do not have the name of the author.
It has prompted me to reminisce about my own National Service days...
all those years ago!
There was Germany to be occupied with 100,000 troops; and Austria too.
In the Middle East there was Palestine to be policed, Aden to be protected,
the Suez Canal Zone to be held down - as well as Cyprus, Singapore,
Hong Kong and a chain of lesser military bases.
All this after the war had virtually bankrupted us. We were in debt to the
USA to the tune of some 21 billion pounds sterling - (equivalent to many
times that amount today). The Lend Lease agreement was signed by
President Roosevelt in 1941 and Prime Minister Gordon Brown paid the
last instalment in December 2006.
Talk about a deficit! It makes the bank crisis deficit look like peanuts!
I lived at Chelmsford and had to go to Southend for selection and medical.
I didn’t really know what had hit me because I probably hadn’t given it a
thought beforehand. We were given a brief interview. First by an Army
officer and then I remember, by an "elderly" RAF officer. I was given a
list of trades that I could choose and saw "Wireless Operator" – that
sounds interesting thought I and so ended up as an RAF recruit about to
learn morse code and destined to be a Wireless Operator.
After the usual eight weeks "squarebashing" a few days home leave then
on to Number Three Radio School at Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.
Summer was coming and I remember my time there with some affection.
The course lasted 21 weeks. We were below the Cherhill White Horse. In
those days you could see it from the A4
There was a sure-fire unofficial way of avoiding an overseas posting –
you had to fail your passing out exams and be reset them. Everyone who
wanted to stay in Blighty just made sure they failed and had to be re-tested
a couple of weeks later.
I wanted to go abroad so I put my best foot forward. If you had a UK
posting you had to use a teleprinter and all the morse you had learned
came to nowt. Anyway I wanted to see the world - didn't I!
I believe seven days leave was then given to us and I had to report to a
transit camp. It was also a “squarebashing” or initial training station. –
name of RAF Hednesford - Our Vice-president, Robert Dunnett knows
all about that because, as he makes sure everyone knows, he did his
squarebashing there!
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I was there, on that bleak hilltop for eight bitterly cold weeks.
Eventually, at the end of January, a small party of us were despatched to
Harwich, where we caught the overnight ferry to the Hook – Then by the
Medloc train route. This took the best part of two days and we had heard
bad reports of travelling in cattle trucks etc. In the event we had sleepers
and proper dining cars and I remember menu cards printed in gold and
blue. “You are travelling courtesy of the British Army of the Rhine.” I bet
the food wasn’t much though.
Then, suddenly in the morning we were down from the freezing Tyrol and
bathed in sunshine. We had arrived at Trieste. At that time was it was
under tripartite control. Us Brits, the Americans and the Russians. They
were having a diplomatic row as to which power would control the city.
After two months of bitter weather in Cannock Chase in Staffordshire it
was a revelation to arrive on the sunny Adriatic.
We boarded an ancient tub which rejoiced in the name, SS Oxfordshire.
An old Bibby’s line ship that had survived two world wars as a hospital
ship. It had been built in 1912 and launched in 1913.
That was great and we enjoyed the trip down through the Adriatic and
across the Mediterranean sunbathing on the deck.
There were four of us wireless operators on our way to various stations in
the Canal Zone and we asked to go to the wireless room. Would you
believe it but one wall was entirely taken up with what was called a spark
transmitter. It was a Marconi outfit that had been installed when the ship
was built and could be used in an emergency because it blasted a very
wide waveband and was ideal for SOS.
We arrived in Port Said and a smelly train took us down to the Canal
Zone; to a place called El Hamra (not exactly Eldorado), and we had to
put up with permanently pitched tents in the sand for about a week.
Then to Fayid and I had my first flight. It was a battered Valetta. Nearly
all Transport Command aircraft had come off the Berlin Airlift and were
in a bad state inside. I was flown 1000 miles south to Khartoum, the
capital of the Sudan.
Khartoum lies at the confluence of two great African rivers – The White
Nile flows out of Lake Victoria and eventually through the Sudan on its
way up to Egypt and the Blue Nile flows from the mountains of Eritrea
and the two rivers meet at Khartoum.
Our continued interest in the Sudan was the British scheme of what was
known as the Gazira cotton development. The Blue Nile and the White
Nile flow side by side south of Khartoum and provided irrigation for a
successful cotton development which fed the cotton mills of Lancashire.
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